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Aluminium bi-folding and inline 
sliding patio doors, windows 
and composite doors



Understated timeless 
style to contemporary 
statement design

Your choice of windows and doors  
defines the character of your home.

We’ve made getting it right easy by bringing 
together the very best aluminium bi-folding, 
inline sliding, French and entrance doors, 
plus lantern roofs and composite doors in one 
dedicated range – The Ultimate Collection. 

Made in the UK in our state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facility, it combines slim 
sightline and highly flexible window and door 
designs, with the very latest innovations in 
energy efficiency and home security. 

Whether you own a period home or are 
starting a new build project, our experienced 
team will work with you to design the perfect 
windows and doors for your property. 



Connecting inside  
and outside spaces

The way that we use 
outside space has 
changed. Our gardens 
have become an 
extension of our home 
living space. All it takes 
 is a little bit of thought.

We offer a wide choice of 
products designed to help 
you make the most of the 
connection between your 
home and garden. 

Should I choose a Bi-fold, Inline sliding patio or French doors?

Bi-folding doors provide 
the ultimate connection 
between your home and 
garden. Each leaf folds 
back on the other to open 
up the entire aspect to the 
outside world providing 
a seamless connection 
between inside and 
outside spaces. Choose 
if you want the ultimate 
connection between your 
home and garden. 

Inline sliding patio doors 
help you to make the 
most of outside spaces 
whatever the weather! 
Our aluminium sliding 
patio doors, combine slim 
sightlines and ease of use 
with a panoramic view of 
your garden. Choose if 
you want an uninterrupted 
year round view and for 
ease of use or where 
space is at a premium.

French doors offer 
classic appeal. A timeless 
design, they’re a great 
way to connect your home 
to the garden beyond. 

Choose if you have a 
smaller door opening but 
still want to make the most  
of your summer or if you’re 
looking for a flexible and 
classic design.
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The Ultimate Collection 
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The ultimate 
connection between 
your home and garden
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Choose from...

7-1-6 7-2-5

6-3-3 6-6-0* 6-2-4* 7-7-0

5-5-0 5-4-1 5-3-2 6-1-5

2-0-2* 3-3-0 3-2-1 4-1-3 4-4-0* 4-2-2*

Door handle options

White Matt Black Polished Chrome Satin

Unique, flush-line pop-out 
handle maximises door 
opening and square  
stacking of panels.

The ALUK Bi-folding door
Made from the UK’s leading bi-folding door system, the 
ALUK aluminium bi-fold exploits the strength inherent in 
aluminium to the maximum. 

Able to span openings of up to 7m in width and up to 2.5m 
in height this architectural aluminium system is available in 
two to seven panel configurations. With multiple opening 
and closing, plus low threshold options, it’s a design 
masterpiece.

The Ultimate Collection 
Bi-folding doors

• PAS24 and Part Q approved

• Severe weather rated BS6375  
-1:2009, Water 600Pa, Air 600Pa,  
Wind pressure 1800Pa

• 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee
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or...

7-1-6 7-2-5

6-3-3 6-6-0* 6-2-4* 7-7-0

5-5-0 5-4-1 5-3-2 6-1-5

2-0-2* 3-3-0 3-2-1 4-1-3 4-4-0* 4-2-2*

Door handle options

Black White Anthracite Grey Chrome Satin

The Ultimate Evolution
The Ultimate Evolution provides the ultimate connection 
between your home and garden. With ultra-slim sightlines 
– even compared to those of other aluminium systems  
– it maximises the glazed area of your door. 

Developed around its hardware it also features ultra-smooth 
bottom running and single point opening and closing.

• PAS24 and Part Q approved

• Severe weather tested to BS6375-1:2004

• 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee
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Good to know

BS6375 Weather Tested

Our aluminium bi-folding, French and inline sliding doors 
are manufactured to exacting standards. Designed to 
deliver exceptional through life performance they come 
with a 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee – and peace  
of mind, built in. 

Security
Featuring multi-point shoot bolt locking mechanisms  
and the latest anti-tamper, anti-drill door cylinders our  
bi-folding, French and patio doors have been fully 
tested to and exceeded, PAS24 and Part Q (Security) 
building regulations.* 

Thermal performance
The Ultimate Collection aluminium windows and door 
range employs the very latest in polyamide thermal 
technology. This reduces heat loss by creating a thermal 
barrier between the outside and inside of frames, which 
combined with the latest energy efficient double and triple 
glazing delivers u-values (the measure of heat loss) as low 
as 1.4W/m2K*, keeping your home warm and cosy. 

Fully weather tested
Our doors and windows are also Severe Weather  
Rated including water, wind and air pressure testing.  
This means that they’ll stand up to the very worst that  
the Great British Weather throws at them!

Guaranteed finish
Aluminium windows and doors are finished in a special 
powder coating. This tough and durable polyester 
coating gives them their final colour and finish but  
also protects frames from corrosion, guaranteeing  
the through-life performance of your new aluminium 
windows and doors for years to come. 

Colour and finish choice
We offer white gloss, anthracite grey matt, and  
semi-gloss graphite black as standard colours plus  
dual colour options.

In addition we can also powder coat your new doors  
and windows to any RAL colour on special order.

*Excludes extra slim ALUK aluminium sliding patio door 
*The Ultimate Window

The Ultimate Collection 
Good to know 5
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The ultimate  
in slim sightlines 
If you’re looking for the 

ultimate in minimalist sightlines 
we also offer ALUK’s ultra-

slim sightline 45mm system. 
This introduces even sleeker 

sightlines and a strong, 
premium architectural 

aesthetic. 

Make the most of your 
garden year-round with 
our range of stunning 
inline sliding patio doors



OX OXO OXO OXXO

OX XX OXO OXO OXXO

OXX

OOX

OXXXXO

OOXXOO

Door handle options

Black ChromeGold Satin
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Aluminium Patio Doors 
With stunning slim sightlines, our aluminium patio door is 
manufactured in the industry-leading system from ALUK. 
It combines technically advanced hardware with stunning 
aesthetics, while multiple configurations mean that it’s also 
exceptionally versatile. 

Bringing light into your property and introducing an 
uninterrupted panoramic connection between inside and 
outside space, the ALUK aluminium inline sliding door is 
the perfect addition to your home or architectural project. 

• PAS24 and Part Q approved

• Severe weather rated BS6375 -1:2009, 
Water 300Pa. Air 600Pa, Wind pressure 
1600Pa

• 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee

The Ultimate Collection 
Inline sliding doors



Doors and windows 
designed around you –
Bring light and a sense  
of space to your home
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Door shown: The Ultimate ALUK Aluminium Bi-folding Door
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A seamless connection 
between inside and 
outside spaces

Door shown: The Ultimate Evolution Aluminium Bi-folding Door
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Understated period 
elegance or contemporary  
statement, French Doors 
offer exceptional  
design flexibility 
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Choose from...

Door handle options

White Matt Grey* Matt Black Polished Chrome Satin

The ALUK French Door
Secure, versatile and manufactured to exacting 
standards, the ALUK French door combines strength 
and timeless, sophisticated style making it the perfect 
addition to your home. 

• PAS24 and Part Q approved

• Severe weather rated BS6375 -1:2009, Water 300Pa 
(open out). Air 600Pa, Wind pressure 2400Pa

• 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee

or...

The Ultimate Evolution 
French Door
Featuring the same ultra slim sightlines as the Ultimate 
Evolution bi-folding door, the Ultimate French Door offers 
unparalleled aesthetics, while a wide range of finishes 
means that you can choose a colour option which 
perfectly complements your design and individual style.

• PAS24 and Part Q approved

• Severe weather tested to BS6375-1:2004

• 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee
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Aluminium French Doors

*Evolution French door only.



The Ultimate Window 
exploits the inherent 
strength in aluminium and 
a superior build quality, to 
bring you one of the UK’s 
most highly-engineered 
aluminium windows 
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Keeping your home warm
With its energy-efficient, multi-
chamber design and the use of 
special thermal inserts, combined 
with a choice of thermally 
efficient, low-iron glass options 
and double or triple-glazed units, 
the Ultimate Window achieves 
U-values (heat loss) as low as  
1.2 W/m2K.

Enhanced security
Offering unparalleled strength, 
aluminium frames are combined 
with high security, multi-point 
locking hardware to secure the 
opening sash firmly to the frame. 

It means the Ultimate Window 
far exceeds and surpasses all 
standards for window security 
including PAS24 and Building 
Regulations Part Q, keeping you, 
your home and its contents safe. 

Exceptional acoustic 
performance
The Ultimate Aluminium Window 
has also been designed to offer 
a high level of noise insulation at 
43dB, significantly reducing road 
and other nuisance noise. 

Featured sash
Our featured sash recreates a traditional or 
period design in a low maintenance, secure 
and energy efficient window. This replicates 
traditional timber detailing. 

• PAS24 and Part Q approved

• Weather tested to: Air tightness Class 
4 (600Pa); Water tightness 9a (600Pa); 
Windload Class E2400 (2400Pa)

• 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee

The Ultimate Collection 
Aluminium windows

Manufactured in ALUK’s proven aluminium window 
system, simple, clean and elegant sightlines give the 
Ultimate Window a timeless appearance and with it, 
exceptional design flexibility. This understated and 
sophisticated design makes it ideally suited to a 
wide range of property styles from classic residential 
casement windows to contemporary minimalist 
installations. 

This strong architectural aesthetic defines a highly 
engineered, secure and energy efficient aluminium 
window, making it the perfect choice for your home. 

Choose from...
Chamfered sash
Its highly flexible design means that our 
chamfered sash option is suitable for 
replacement installations or combined with 
a wide choice of finishes, contemporary 
installations or steel window replacements.
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The finishing touches
We also offer an extensive range 
of finishing options including door 
knockers, chains and letter plates 

and decorative glass options. 
See our dedicated composite 

door brochure for more.
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Emulating the natural 
beauty of wood with an 
energy efficient warm 
core technology and high 
security multi-point locking 
system, our composite 
doors are an elegant 
addition to any home
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Frame Options
Gold PVCu Frame
Our Gold standard frame colours include white PVC-U and woodgrain effect
PVCu. The woodgrain effect is achieved with a special foil and is available in
a variety of finishes all of which can have the finish to both inside and outside
or just to the outside. Finishes include: White PVCu (no foil), Rosewood,
Light Oak, Black*, Anthracite Grey, Cream and White woodgrain. 
*The black foil is not a true black and can look dark brown in some light conditions

Platinum ColorLine Frame
Our Platinum colours offer the same world of choice as the Platinum door
colour range, in fact they are identical paint finishes. They are applied to a
special woodgrain effect foil which has been specifically developed to 
provide maximum adhesion with our premium paint. As a result, we also 
guarantee the paint finish on our frames for 10 years.

Door Styles

Gold PVCu Frame 
Standard smooth PVCu or 
woodgrain effect foiled frame

Platinum ColorLine Frame 
Colour-matched to the door with a
special foil and paint finish. Different
door/frame colours can be chosen
to further personalise your door. 
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Our high-performance and ultra-secure composite door 
range has been specially developed to complement our 
aluminium offer. 

Featuring 23 classic and contemporary designs, 
including cottage and stable doors, plus 34 colour 
options including heritage colours, plus any RAL colour 
on special order, the Ultimate Composite Door Collection 
offers you complete flexibility to choose the perfect 
design for your home.
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Highly energy efficient with u-values as low 
as 1.0 W/m2K, they also feature a number of 
security innovations, specially designed to 
keep intruders out.

• PAS24 and Part Q approved

• 10-year manufacturer’s guarantee
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The ultimate in composite door security
Our composite doors employ specially developed timber 
inserts in their design. Encased in insulating foam they 
strengthen the door in key areas which prevent would-be 
intruders from cutting through the door. This means that 
unlike some competitor doors, the Ultimate Composite 
Door is fully compliant with PAS24 and building regulations 
Part Q (security), including cut-through testing. 

The Ultimate Composite Door Collection also features a 
specially designed three-part glazing system, which makes 
it easy to glaze or replace damaged glass but almost 
impossible to access from the outside and to force entry.

All of our composite doors also feature anti-drill and pick 
cylinders as standard with the UKAS accredited 3-star 
BSI TS007 tested door cylinder also available as an 
upgrade option.

Popular styles

For our full range please see our 
dedicated composite door brochure



Images shown are for illustration purposes only.

Contact a member of the sales team on 01772 698222 
or email sales@sliders-uk.com to find out more.

www.sliders-uk.com

High precision manufacture

We employ the strictest quality management system,  
going far beyond our BSI approved controls. 

This includes the manufacture of doors on rigs, which means 
that all running and door operation is fully tested before doors 
leave the factory floor. 

Fully wrapped and delivered by our dedicated fleet, it means  
that we’re able to offer you guaranteed quality and service.


